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The essence    

One of the most important also most sensitive periods of Iran’s history is the period of Baktyar 
prime ministry. Even though this period was so short by time but its events and consequences 
were very important and fatal.  This dissertation’s been written based on the theory of 
Chalmers Johnson systems /“Value Harmony”. In this period [Baktyar’s] role of the army, 
Leadership of the Revolution, and many layers of the dominant regime as well as foreign 
countries especially U.S are very important, each one of these components in its own turn  
played a noteworthy role in the process of revolution.     

According to the theory of Johnson, the society of Iran was balanced until the year 1356 [of 
Iranian calendar]. But after this year in result of importations from foreign resources the social 
value system starts to dysfunction, [which in turn caused imbalance in social system too]. This 
social imbalance made the regime use suppression for controlling the country and so it lost its 
legality.  

In a period like this elites can play a significant role, so that their agreeability and their attempt 
to reform could be a political solution to the crisis while disagreeability and stubbornness of 
them can worsen the situation. Shah by declaring formation of the national coalition 
government and appointment of Shapur Baktyar in fact showed disagreeability of the regime. 
The appointment of Baktyar who was of moderate number in Iranian politics was supported by 
U.S. The American authorities were trying to sustain [their] fatal sources of interests in Iran by 
appointing a moderate government.  

But the the Idea of revolution under leadership of Imam Khomeini caused every opposition to 
finally accept the leadership of Imam and eventually he get recognised as the leader of 
revolution.  

According to Johnson the above mentioned factors were the necessary factors in forming the 
revolution but a revolution to achieve victory needs enough factors as well which Johnson 
called them precipitation factors. For instance: insufficiency of the army to leash the revolution, 
passiveness of armed forces and declaration of impartiality of the army and lastly arrival of 
Imam to Iran can be of the precipitation factors in this dissertation.  

 

 


